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This paper presents the charged-particle multiplicity distributions for e+e annihilation at
V s =29 GeV measured in the High Resolution Spectrometer. The data, which correspond to an in-

tegrated luminosity of 185 pb ', were obtained at the SI.AC e+e storage ring PEP. The tech-

niques used to correct the observed prong numbers are discussed. The multiplicity distribution of
the charged particles has a mean value ( n )= 12.87+0.03+0.30, a dispersion Dq ——3.67+0.02%0.18,
and an fz moment of 0.60%0.02+0. 18. Results are also presented for a two-jet sample selected with

low sphericity and aplanarity. The charged-particle distributions are almost Poissonian and nar-

rower than have been reported by other e+e experiments in this energy range. The mean multipli-

city increases with the event sphericity, and for the sample of threefold-symmetric three-jet events, a
value of (n )=16.3+0.3+0.7 is found. No correlation is observed between the multiphcities in the
two hemispheres when the events are divided into two jets by a plane perpendicular to the thrust
axis. This result is in contrast with the situation in soft hadronic collisions, where a strong
forward-backward correlation is measured. For the single jets, a mean multiplicity of
6.43+0.02+0. 15 and a dispersion value of D2 ——2.55+0.02+0. 13 are found. These values give fur-

ther support to the idea of independent jet fragmentation. The multiplicity distributions are well fit

by the negative-binomial distribution. The semi-inclusive rapidity distributions are presented. Com-

parisons are made to the measurements of charged-particle multiplicities in hadron-hadron and

lepton-nucleon collisions.

INTRODUCTION

The measurement of multihadron production in e+e
annihilation is the simplest way to study the fragmenta-
tion of partons into hadrons since the parton-level pro-
cesses are particularly simple. The center-of-mass energy
of the hadronic system is clearly defined, and all of the in-

cident energy contributes to the creation of particles, ex-

cept for the mell-known initial-state radiation. By con-
trast, in lepton-nucleon (/ N) and hadron--hadron (h h)-
hard colhsions, the initial state is a complex mixture of
quarks and gluons, and the momentum distribution of the
interacting constituents must be inferred from measure-

ments on the final-state particles.

Detailed information is now available on global jet mea-
sures and single-particle distributions in e e annihila-
tion into hadrons over a range of energies. ' Because the
jets can be so clearly identified in e+e reactions in this
energy range, and because they primarily originate from
known mixtures of quarks, the results are important in
validating our understanding of hadronization, as well as
in comparing with the data from the pp and Pp colliders.

Apart from the known complications arising from the
decay multiphcities of the leading mesons and the harder
fragmentation functions that characterize final states in-
volving heavy quarks, the hadronization process seems to
be flavor independent. The experimental situation with
gluon jets is less clear although some data are now becom-
1ng avMla51e. '
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At a phenomenological level, comparisons with other
reactions, soft or hard, may reveal which features depend
on constraints such as longitudinal phase space and which
are intrinsic to quark friigmentation. In contrast with
e+e annihilation, which is a simple process at the par-
ton level, soft-hadronic interactions are thought to
represent a collective process yielding a forward and back-
ward cone dominated by one lea@ng particle, usually with
the same quantum numbers as the initial beam or target,
accompanied by a large number of soft particles produced
in the coHision. Thus, a priori, the mechanism of hadron-
ization in the two reactions is expected to be quite dif-
ferent. Nevertheless, it has been shown'0 that the final
states in hadron-hadron soft collisions, once the leading-
particle effect has been subtracted, have some similarities
to the e+e data.

In a previous publication, ' we reported results on global
jet parameters and single-particle distributions. In this
paper we present our results on charged-particle multipli-
cities and semi-inclusive single-particle rapidity distribu-
tions. These data provide strong constraints on the vari-
ous fragmentation models that have been used to inter-
pret the e+e results, since the charged-particle multipli-
cities are particularly sensitive to the final steps in the
hadronization. Comparison with similar hadronic data
gives some significant insights into the nature of these re-
actions.

The approximate scaling of the charged-particle multi-
plicity distribution when expressed as a fraction of the
mean, first suggested by Koba, Nielsen, and Olesen" and
now known as KNO scaling, provides another link with
hadronic data and with models that attempt to explain
this phenomenon from general principles.

The analysis is based on data obtained with the High
Resolution Spectrometer (HRS) operated at the SI.AC
e+e storage ring (PEP) at a c.m. energy of 29 GeV.
The data sample corresponds to a total integrated lumi-
nosity of 185+5 pb '. Comparisons are made with re-
sults from e+e annihilation at the DESY storage ring
PETRA, lepton-nucleon deep-inelastic scattering, and
high-energy soft-hadronic reactions, in particular, the re-
sults observed in pp interactions at the CERN SOS col-
lider.

APPARATUS

The HRS (Refs. 1 and 12), shown in Fig. 1, measures
charged secondary particles over a solid angle of -90%
of 4m; covering the angular rangle

~
cos8 ( ~0.9, where 8

is the angle with respect to the positron beam direction.
The inner driftwhamber system, which is important for
this analysis, consists of 15 cylindrical layers of drift cells;
in seven of the layers, the wires are oriented axially; in the
remaining eight layers they are at stereo angles, of +60
mr. There are 2448 cells in this tracking chamber. At a
radius of 1.98 m, the turning angle of the tracks is mea-
sured in a two-layer outer drift-chamber system

The vacuum pipe of PEP and the inner cylinder of the
drift-chamber vessel are made of beryllium so that there
was typically 1.4% of a radiation length of material be-
tween the interaction point and the first tracking layer of
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FIG. 1. Cross-section view of the High Resolution Spectrom-
eter showing the inner and outer drift-chamber systems.

DEFINITION OF VARIABLES

The jet axis of an event is chosen as the direction of the
thrust ( T) axis, where the thrust is defined as

IT=max

where p' is the momentum of the ith track, pL, is the
component of p' along the T axis, and the sum extends
over all charged tracks of the event. The jet axis may also
be taken as that direction which minimizes the transverse
momentum squared or sphericity (S). The sphericity of
the event is defined as

the detector. This thin front end, combined with the high
solenoidal magnetic field of 1.62 T, means that additional
tracks resulting from photon conversion are minimal.

The tracking system is surrounded by a set of barrel
and end-cap shower counters consisting of lead-
scintillator sandwiches with one layer of proportional wire
chambers to measure the position of the showers. These
counters are also located in the magnetic-field region.
There are 40 modules in the barrel shower-counter system,
each covering a 9' azimuthal segment, and extending to

~

cos8
~

& 0.6. The energy resolution is given by
(os/E) =(0.16) /E+(0. 07) with F. in GeV. The end-
cap counters have 40 similar wedge-shaped modules that
extend the coverage to

~

cos8
~

-0.9.
A four-layer vertex chamber is located inside the inner

drift chamber. A set of Cherenkov counters are also lo-
cated between the inner drift chamber and the outer track-
ing and shower-detection system. The signals from these
detection elements are not used in the present analysis.

The detector was triggered by requiring the presence of
either three or more charged tracks or two charged tracks,
plus at least one signal in time with the beam crossing.
Two neutral triggers were also used. "
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g(PT )'

S=—,
' min

g (p')'
(2)

&n)

In the limit k~ tto, DI &——n ) and the NB expression (5)
becomes a Poisson distribution:

where pr is the transverse momentum of the ith track
with respect to a trial axis. The aplanarity (A) is the nor-
malized momentum square out of the event plane.

The mean center-of-mass energy ( 8') of the event sam-
ple is 28.3 GeV, after accounting for initial-state radiation
and the event-selection criteria.

The rapidity ( Y) is given by

E+PI.I"=—,
' ln (3)

g(Z)= &n )
&n

where Ir„ is the cross section for producing an event with
n charged particles.

The multiplicity distributions may also be compared to
the negative-binomial (NB) distribution in the variable n:

) k k(k+1) . (k+n —1)
n!

&n)/k
1+&n)/k

&n)1+ . (5)

The position of this distribution is fixed by the mean
value & n ) and its shape is determined by the parameter k.
When k is an integer, the resulting shape is known as the
generalized Bose-Einstein distribution and gives the distri-
bution resulting from the superposition of k identical emi-
tters. The variable k is related to & n ) and DI by

where pL is the momentum along the T axis. The posi-
tive X direction is chosen along the positive z direction,
which is the direction of the incident positron beam.

The multiplicity distribution for the charged particles is
expressed in teiu~s of a number of variables. The number
of charged particles in any event is denoted by n. Charge
ooneervetion reqniree n to be even. The mern veine of the
multiplicity distribution is denoted by &n), while the
shape of the distribution is characterized, in general„by
the moments Cs =&ns)/&n &», but is often parametrized
by the dispersion D2, where DI~ ——&n2) —&n)2 and by
the f2 moment defined as

f, =&n(n —1) &
—&n &'=D, ' —&n & .

The f2 moment is zero for a Poisson distribution. For
negative prongs, the equivalent variables are denoted by
&n ), DI, and fI . The events are divided into two in-
dividual jets by a plaIlc pcrpclldlclllaf to thc thI'list axis,
and the variables describing the properties of the individu-
al jets are denoted by n, S'z, etc.

The multiphcity distributions for e+e anmhilation at
different center-of-mass energies are often compared us-

ing then KNO form. " If Z is the scaled multiplicity
n /& n ), then KNO scahng says that all of the data can be
represented by a universal function Itt(Z) given by

&n )n

yg f

For k =1, the NB becomes the geometric distribution:

&n)P(n)=
& )

1

1+&n) ' (8)

EVENT SKI.ECTION

To select the hadronic events for this study, some sim-
ple criteria were imposed on the data.

(1) The visible momentum (p„;,) and the shower energy
(E,h) had to exceed certain thresholds (p„;,~ 7 GeV/c or
E,h ~ 3 GeV or p„;,+E,h & 8 GeV), where p„;, is the sca-
lar sum of the charged-particle momenta and E,i, is the
energy deposited in the shower counters.

(2) In order to suppress @EDprocesses (such as Bhabha
scattering or r pair production), beam-gas interactions,
and cosmic-ray background, at least five charged prongs
were required to come from a cylindrical fiducial volume,
3 cm radius in the x,y plane and +15 cm in z.

About one-half of the events passing the above selec-
tions were multihadron events resulting from one-photon
anmhilation. The remainder were mainly from two-
photon processes, although a small contribution of six-
prong v+~ events and beam-gas interactions were in-
cluded.

To cleanly separate the one-photon aiuiihilation events,
to minimize geometrical losses of tracks making small an-
gles with the bnun, and to ensure well-reconstructed
tracks, the following additional selections were applied.

(1) 60 ~8& ~ 120', where Hr is the polar angle of the
thrust axis of the event determined from the charged par-
ticles. This restricts the event sample to be near the medi-
an plane of the detector where the track-reconstruction ef-
ficiency is high.

which is the Bose-Einstein distribution for a single source.
Since the multiplicity distributions in KNO form have

a sharp rise at low Z, followed by an exponential fall, fits
to data have often used the gamma distribution (GD)

y( Z) ZK —ie Kz— (9)
(It' —1)l

When E= 1, the KNO distribution in this form is a sim-
ple exponential, f(Z)=e, and for %=2 it becomes
g(Z) =4Ze . The GD follows from the NB in the lim-
it when &n) ))k.

If KNO scaling holds, then the k(K) values and the Cs
moments of the multiplicity distribution will be energy in-
dependent.

Pits to the multiplicity distributions with the NB and
GD give different numerical values for the k(E) parame-
ters. They are approximately related by
1/I(."=1/k+1/& )n, so that for a Poission distribution,
with 1/k =0, K = & n ).
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(2) Each charged track was required to have at least
60% of its potential hits in the central drift chamber, and
have a polar angle 8~24'. No track was required to
reconstruct in the outer drift-chamber system.

(3}E , (=. g,. ~p'[+Q, E~) &12 GeV, where+; [p'[
is the scalar sum of the momenta for all accepted charged
tracks. Q,.EJ is the energy deimsited in the shower
counters summed over all of the modules in the barrel and
end-cap systems that had EJ~200 MeV. This cut dis-
cards noise signals as well as minimizing the contribution
from most of the eh~aged particles.

(4) Six-prong r events were rejected by requiring that
the three-particle invariant mass of each jet be greater
than the v mass. Pion masses were assigned to the ob-
served tracks.

These selections gave a data sample of 29 649 events.
In addition to this inclusive data set, a sample of two-

jet events was selected using the sphericity (S) and
aplanarity (A} variables, where the S and A values were
set by the eigenvalues of the momentum tensor. As in our
previous study, ' the collimated (S&0.25) and planar
(A &0.10) events are called two jet. These additional
cuts, which exclude the events with hard-gluon radiation,
reduce the data sample to 24 553 events. This data set, ex-
cluding the events with hard-gluon radiation, may be
more appropriate for comparison with the results from
hadronic beam jets.

DETECTOR SIMULATION

Corrections for acceptance and inefficiencies of the
detector, as well as for the smearing introduced by
measuring errors, were made using a Monte Carlo (MC)
simulation of the experiment. The event simulation pro-
ceeded in two steps: (1) Generation of qq and qqg events
in first-order @CD (Ref 13); (2.) evolution into hadrons
using Field and Feynman' fragmentation functions.

The particles were propagated through the detector,
generating hits in the tracking chambers and signals in the
electromagnetic calorimeters. Energy loss, photon conver-
sion, multiple scattering, particle decay, and the intrinsic
resolution of the detector elements were taken into ac-
count. The resulting signals were then passed through the
same track-reconstruction and selection program as was
used for the real data.

The overall event-detection efficiency was measured by
comparing the number of reconstructed MC events satis-
fying the selection criteria to the number of generated
events. For events surviving the polar angle cut on the
thrust axis, the detection efficiency is -85%. This effi-
ciency estimate is only slightly dependent on the details of
the MC model. The remaining background is less than
5% and comes mainly from two-photon processes and
v+~ events. The cuts were tuned, using the MC simula-
tion, to minimize biases that could distort the distribu-
tions reported in this paper.

Since this study reports charged-particle multiplicities,
it depends critically on a good understanding of the
response of the drift-chatnber system to the charged
prongs. After the charged tracking had hsing completed, a
final cleanup was done. This operation eliminated three

types of spurious tracks: (1) Tracks considered to be
spurious due to low quality; (2) tracks that appeared to be
duplicates of other, better tracks; (3) tracks that appeared
to be made up of fragments of other tracks. In the initial
track finding and reconstruction, the track candidates
change and develop as the reconstruction process
proceeds, and the looser cuts help to define better orbits.
The final cleanup step allowed rather tighter cuts on track
quality than was possible in the earlier stages. In addi-
tion, the techniques used to reject duplicate tracks are
more efficient when the overall event is complete.

The procedures were tuned using data; initially the
sample of two-prong Bhabha scattering events and later,
the D'+~D n+ decays, which are cleanly tagged by the
excellent spectrometer resolution and the limited kinemat-
ics available to the bachelor pion. ' These measurements,
as well as our studies' of other low-multiplicity final
states such as e+e, p, +p, and ~+&, show that the
track-reconstruction efficiency for isolated tracks is
greater than 99% and is uniform for

~
cos8

~
&0.8.

A further test was made using the multihadron events
generated by the MC program. This study was done sta-
tistically, using the large MC event sample, by comparing
"tracking efficiency" evaluated in two different ways.
The first method simply calculated the number of charged
tracks reconstructed versus the number originally generat-
ed in the two-dimensional space of ~p~ vs cos8. Here

~ p ~
is the absolute three-moinentum and 8 is the polar

angle of the orbit tangent with respect to the beamline at
the point of closest approach. The second method in-
volved the calculation of these same quantities but with
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FIG. 2. Track-reconstruction efficiencies as a function of 8,
the polar angle with respect to the e+e beam direction. Four
different momentum intervals are shown: {a) 0.2 ~p &0.3
GeV/c; (b) 0.5 &p ~0.6 GeV/c; (c) 2.0 ~p ~ 3.0 GeV/c; and (d)
p ~9 GeV/c.
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the additional constraint that the reconstructed orbits sur-

vived a mapping back onto the original MC—generated
tracks via the list of drift-chamber coordinates employed
in the track fitting and simulation. The two methods
yielded good agreement only after the final track cleanup
operations. The accidental loss of real tracks was small.

Typical results of these studies are shown in Fig. 2,
which gives the reconstruction efficiency for different
momentum intervals as a function of 8. For p~2
GeV/c„ the efficiency is about 90%. For Hp30' and

p&200 MeV/c, the track-reconstruction efficiency is
80% or better, and varies slowly with angle. Lower-
momentum tracks are not well reconstructed for any dip
angle because of the high magnetic field of the spectrome-
ter. The minimum momentum for detecting tracks with

good efficiency is about 200 MeV/c.
The track definitions include most of the charged parti-

cles from Es and A decays, but exclude essentially all

particles from KL decays.

CGRRECTIGNS TO THE CHARGED-PARTICLE
MULTIPLICmES

The distribution of the observed multiplicity (m) for
each true multiplicity (n) was determined from the MC
simulation. The histograms of Fig. 3 illustrate the results

of one such study. In this figure the projection on the n

axis gives the assumed original multiplicity distribution
and the projection on the m axis shows the smeared distri-
bution that would be measured by the experiment. For
the lower multiplicities ( n & 10}the observed prong num-
ber distribution is only slightly shifted from that generat-
ed. For the events generated with higher multiplicities,
the smearing is more pronounced and in addition, the dis-
tribution are systematically shifted to lower observed
values.

The number of events with 0, 2, and 4 charged parti-
cles, which were removed in the event selection, have been
esf1mated 111 two ways: fro111 the MC s161ulatlo11 RIld

from the data themselves. In the MC event generator, the
Feynman and Field independent-fragmentation model and
the Lund string model give predictions for the low-
multiplicity events that differ by about a factor of 2. The
data themselves were therefore used, assuming indepen-
dent fragmentation of the two jets that characterize most
of the events. This is a good approximation as we discuss
later. If p; is the probability of a quark to fragment into a
jet with I' charged particles, the number of events with
n =2 and n =4 are

» =2N(P I'+2POPI »
N4 ——2N(PI +2PIPI+2POP4, },

22

J

l
'

where N is the total number of events each containing two
jets. The factor of 2 arises since charge conservation only
allows half of the p s to be realized. The values of
po p4 were measured from the high-multiplicity
events that are unaffected by the cut at m =5.

& probability matrix P can be defined with elements
P „giving the probability that a true n prong event will
be observed as an m prong event after radiative correc-
tions, the detector simulation, the acceptance cuts, and the
event reconstruction procedures. Charge conservation re-
quires that every second column in the P matrix be zero.
If 0 is the observed multiplicity distribution with N the
number of events with m tracks and similarly if T is the
true multiplicity distribution with N„ the number of
events with n tracks, then the true multiplicity distribu-
tion can, in principle, be calculated from the equation

O=PT .

Equation (11) can be solved by minimizing the quantity
X, where

2

(12)

j
I I I I

8 fO
1 I

&8 ~08

FIG. 3. Generated and reconstructed charged-particle multi-

plicity distribution according to the Monte Carlo study. The
number of generated tracks in an event is n, whereas m is the
number of tracks reconstructed.

and o. is the error on X~.
This method was rehable in determining (n ), but was

numerically unstable in the determination of the shape of
the multiplicity, since nearby multiplicity channels are
highly correlated. It was therefore only used to measure

( li ) . T11e nleRI1 111ultlpllclty was Rlso measured
weighting each track in the event with the track-
reconstruction efficiency, as a function of the emission
angles and momenta.
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To obtain the shape of the multiplicity distribution we
use the fact that the MC simulation is a good representa-
tion of the final result and can be used to cimstruct a ma-
trix M from T and the probability matrix P. The matrix
elements M „=P~N~r give the number of events that
have n true tracks and ni observed tracks. After normali-
zation row by row the true multiplicity distribution was
calculated from the equations

(13a)

14—

10'—

c 8—V"

The values of the matrix elements M „are dependent
on the track- and event-selection cuts. The analysis was
repeated using different definitions of an acceptable track
and the results were found to be insensitive to the exact
selections, provided that the MC—generated events were
treated lil the same way.

This technique does not criticaHy depend on having a
good initial representation of the multiplicity distribution
since the procedure can be iterated. In practice, this was
not necessary since the multiplicity distribution of the
events generated by the MC program was close to our
measurements.

By comparing the results obtained using these different
approaches, from the uncertainty in the estimate of the
low multiplicities and from the technique used to unfold
the observed distribution, we assign systematic errors of
+5% to the measurement of dispersion D2, and +2.4%
to that of (n).

I 1 I I l lll
10

~ (Gsv)

I I I I l II
$00

FIG. 4, Mean charged multiplicity in e+e annihilation as a
function of center-of-mass energy 8'. The solid (dashed) curve
showers a a+bin(S' )+sin (8'~)(0;8") variation pvith the
values of the constants given in the text.

However, fits to pp data up to CERN ISR energies show a
faster growth that can be fit by

(n) =a+bin(W )+c in'(R' ) . (15}

This is consistent with the observed rise in the heigh«f
the rapidity plateau as the energy is increased.

A form

( n ) =a+ b exp I c [ln( W/Qo)] '~2
I

Energy dependence of the mean charged multiplicity

(13b)

The Feynman scaling hypothesis, ' plus a constant pla-
teau in rapidity, leads to a logarithmic evolution:

( n )=a+b ln( W2) . (14}

The analyses gave (n ) =12.87+0.03+030, where the
first error is statistical and the second systematic. The
charged particles from heavy-meson (K, ,D,F, . . .) and
baryon (&,&,&„.. .) decays are included in these values.
Qur measured multiplicities of (n)x, ——1.44+0.05+0.09
(Ref. 17} and (n )~ ——0.220+0.007+0.022 (Ref. 18)
reduces (n ) to 11.34+0.03+0.3 if the charged particles
from these decays are omitted.

The dependence of (n ) on the c.m. energy for e+e
annihilation ls showii in Fig. 4, where we coinpare our I'e-

sult with data from other experiments. ' Various pa-
rametrizations for the W variation of (n ) have bran pro-
posed; phase spacelike production, as first suggested by
Fe ~i,2 predicts

results from a QCD calculation for the evolution of par-
tons in leading-logarithmic approximation. ' In this ex-
pression Qo is a constant related to the A parameter of
QCD.

All of the above functions, except the simple
a+b ln( W ) form, describe the data reasonably weil. For
example, the functions (13b) and (15) are drawn in Fig. 4,
using the parameters a=2.3 (dashed curve) and a=3.33,
b = —0.4, c=0.26 (solid curve).

Figure 5(a) compares the (n) measurement in e+e
annihilation with those for h-h and I-N interactions. ~ z9

The qualitative agreement between (n ) for pp and e+e
annihilation channels hints at a phase-space dominance.
However, there are significant differences in the absolute
values of (n) for e+e, h-h, and /-N interactions.
These differences can be amounted for, only in part, by
the cross section for heavy-quark (c,b) production, which
is almost one-half of the e+e atmihiiation about 10%
in 1 N, and very sm-all in h-h interactions. Another obvi-
ous difference is the production of Eg and A particles,
whose charged decay prongs are included in the e+e
data but not in the I-N and h-h data.

Guided by the similarities of (n ) in e+e and Pp an-
nihilation, the observed regularities can be qualitatively
understood.
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ple, (1) two-jet data sample.

4— SHAPE OF THE MULTIPLICITY DISTRIBUTION
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FIG. 5. Comparison of mean charged multiplicity measured
in e e annihilation, hadronic collisions, and lepton-nucleon
reactions: (a) using c.m. energy 8', (1) using effective c.m. en-

ergy 8'df (see text).

(a) The presence of one or two nucleons in the final
state of h-h and I-N reactions reduces the energy avail-
able for particle production and thus tends to decrease
(n ) with respect to e+e and pp annihilations.

(b) The presence of leading particles in h-h reactions
tends to decrease (n ).

(c) The presence of a diffractive component in hadronic
reactions, not always completely subtracted in the results,
decreases (n ) and increases D2.

(d) A higher absolute value of the total hadronic charge
in vp scattering yields a higher (n ) for the low c.m. ener-

gies that characterizes these data.
In Fig. 5(b) we compare (n) measurements in e+e

and pp annihilation with the multiplicities in I-N interac-
tions (forward cone) and pp reactions taken, in the latter
case, as the energy available for hadronization (8',&) the
c.m. energy $V divided by two. These simple selections
account for the main differences between the three reac-
tions, and with these assumptions, the multiplicities fol-
low a universal curve, as shown in Fig. 5(b), regardless of
the reaction involved.

Although quantitative comparisons of multiplicities in
lepton- and hadron-Induced processes have been made us-

ing the energy available for particle production as the
dependent variable and discarding the leading particles, '

it is difficult to carry out such studies in an unambiguous
way. As we discuss later, the detailed properties of e+e
and hadronie multiplicity distributions are quite-different.
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FIG. 7. KNspersion D2 of the charged-particle multiplicity
distributions in e e annihilation as a function of center-of-
mass energy 8. Only the statistical errors are shown except for
the HRS point, which also includes the systematic uncertainties.

The charged-particle multiplicities are listed as percen-
tages in Table I, along with the results for the data set
with the two-jet selection A ~0. 1 and S~0.25. The first
error gives the statistical uncertainty and the second the
estimated systematic error. For the higher-multiphcity
values, the smearing introduced by the granularity of the
tracking chamber dominates the systematic error; for the
low multiplicities, the cut at ni =5 gives the main source
of uncertainty. The selection of two-jet events has only a
small overall effect on the multiphcity values, although
the population of the higher n values are reduced. This is
expected as the events with hard-gluon radiation preferen-
tially populate the higher multiphcities.

These data are shown in Fig. 6 for the unselected data
set [Fig. 6(a)] and for the data with a two-jet selection
[Fig. 6(b)]. The curves join points calculated from twice
the Poisson distribution of Eq. (7) normalized to two, with
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TABLE I. Charged-particle multiplicity distributions. Values in percentages.

Inclusive sample
Single jet %'hole event

Two-jet sample
Single jet

0

2
3

5
6
7
8

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

0,05+0.02+0.02

0.63+0.05%0.20

3.56+0.10+0.20

9.43+0.20+0.41

17.54+0.24%0.76

23.12+0.27+1.00

19.43+0.25L0.84

13.32%0.20+0.58

7.38+0.16+0.36

3.59%0.11%0.25

1.24+0.07+0,14

0.50~0.04+0.08

0, 17%0.03+0.04

0.04+0.02+0.01

0.04+0.02+0.02
1.48+0.04%0.70
3.42+0.09+ 1.13
6.48+0.15+0.30

11.44%0.20+0.50
15.32%0.23+0.67
15.89+0.23+0.69
14.34+0.22+0.62
11.61+0.20+0.50
8.33+0.17+0.37
5.14+0.13+0.23
3.15+0.10+0.15
1.65+0.07+0.10
1.01+0.06+0.05
0.42~0.04+0.04
0.17+0.02+0.02
0.07+0.02+0.02
0.03+0.01+0.01
0.01+0.01+0.01

0.05+0.02+0.02

0.69+0.06+0.22

3.66+0.10+0.21

10.48+0.23+0.45

19.07%0.28 %0.82

24.21 +0.29+ 1.05

19.2120.25 +0.83

12.42+0.18+0.54

6.29+0.12%0.31

2.75+0.09+0.19

0.84+0.04+0.10

0,23+0.02+0.04

0.09+0.02+0.01

0.01+0.0120.01

0.04+0.02+0.02
1.54+0.04+0.73
3.49+0.09+1.13
6.89+0.15+0.32

12.09%0.20+0.53
16.15+0.24+0.71
16.38+0.24+0.71
14,37%0.22+0.62
11.3820.20+0.49
7.92+0.16+0.35
4.61+0.1220.21
2.72+0.09+0.13
1.22+0.05+0.07
0.78+0.05+0.04
0.27+0.03+0.03
0.08+0.01+0.02
0.04+0.01+0.01
0.02%0.01+0.01
0,01+0.01+0.01

the average values of (n ) =12.87 and (n ) =12.53,
respectively. The data are remarkably close to this simple
shape which could be expected for the random emission of
single particles. This is certainly an oversimplification
since it is known that resonances and heavy-quark states
are important components in the final hadronic system,
and so many of the al'eerved tracks are secondary decay
products of such systems.

The properties of the multiplicity distributian «re listed
in Table H. The fi moments are small, positive for the
inclusive data and negative for the two-jet sample, and
consistent with the small deviations soli between the data
histograms and the Poisson curves in Fig. 6. The value of

the dispersion Di of 3.67+0.02+0.18 is lower than the
values previously reported for inclusive e+e annihila-
tion, as seen in Fig. 7, although not outside of the range
defined by the systematic uncertainties of the other exper-
iments. The HRS data points in Fig. 7 include both sta-
tistical and systematic errors, whereas for the other points
only the statistical errors are shown.

A more detailed shape comparison, using the KNO
form, is given in Fig. 8, where the present measurements
are compared to results fram the TASSO experiment at
IY values of 14, 22, and 34 GeV. The errors shown are
statistical. The present measurements exhibit a systemati-
cally narrower distribution. The statistical errors on the

TABLE II. Properties of the multiplicity distributions.

Inclusive sample Two-jet sample

Variable

(n)
Dg

fi
(n )/Di

E' GD fit
1/k NB fit

12.87+0.03+0.30
3.67+0.02+0.18
0.60+0.02+0. 18

3.51%0.18
12.3

3.9X 10-'

Single jet

6.43+0.02+0. 15
2.55+0.02+0. 13

—0.07+0.02+0.13
2.52+0. 13

7.11
1.4X 10-'

Whole event

12.53+ —0.03+0.30
3.48 +0.02+0. 17

—0.42+0.02%0. 17
3.60+0.18

13.3
4.3 g10-'

Single jet

6.26+0.02+0.15
2.45+0.02+0. 12

—0.26+0.02%0.13
2.56+0.13

7.49
1.4X10 4
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FIG. 8. Charged-particle multiplicity distribution for 8+e
annihilation at 29 Ge't)r' in KNO form compared to measure-
ments of the TASSO Collaboration.
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FIG. 9. Moments of the multiphcity distribution for the HRS
data at 8'=29 GeV compared to the TASSO results.

earlier experiments are large, and the previous authors
also used MC estimates for the low multiplicities, whereas
we use the data themselves assuming independent jet frag-
mentation. The large integrated luminosity of the HRS
experiment allows the data sample to be restricted to
events in the central region of the detector so the higher
multiplicities should be more reliably measured.

Figure 9 shows the center-of-mass energy dependence
of the moments of the complete distribution (Cs} for our
data and for the TASSO experiment. The errors shown
for the HRS results include the systematic uncertainties,
whereas for the TASSO data, only the statistical errors
are used. The systematic uncertainty on (n) dominates
the errors on the C~ moments listed in Table III. The

higher moments of the HRS distribution are smaller than
those from the TASSO data, consistent with the narrower
KNO distribution seen in Fig. 8.

The data of Table I have been fit to the negative bino-
mial of Eq. (5) and to the gamma distribution of Eq. (9),
with results listed in Table II. The NB gives a good fit in
all cases. Including the systematic errors, the X per de-
gree of freedom is about 0.5. Since the HRS data give an
almost Poissonian distribution (for which k = oo), the fit-
ted k values are large. The values of the C~ moments for
the NB fits ' are given in Table ID. In all cases, the
values calculated from the NB fits are in ood agreement
with those directly measured. Similar fits to the TASSO
data gave k values of 62 at 14 GeV, 44 at W=22 GeV,

TABLE III. Multiplicity moments.

Inclusive sample T~o-jet sample
%hole event

Expt NB
Single jet

Expt NB
%'hole event

Expt NB
Single jet

Expt

Cp

C3
C4
C5
C6

1.08+0.04
1.25+0.06
1.54+0.08
2.00+0.12
2.75+0.18

1.08
1.25
1.54
1.98

1.16+0.04
1.50+0.07
2.13+0.11
3.27+0.18
5.38+0.35

1.16
1.50
2.12
3.25

1.08+0.04
1.24+0.06
1.51+0.08
1.93+0.12
2.61+0.18

1.08
1.25
1.53
1.99

1.15+0.04
1.49%0.07
2.09+0.10
3.18+0.18
5.19+0.34

1.16
1.51
2.15
3.33
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FIG. 12. Comparison of the partial cross sections for e+e
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FIG. 13. Comparison of multiplicity distribution for e+e
annihilation at 29 GeV in KNO form mth fits to data from pp
annihilation as well as pp interactions and neutrino scattering.

events having high prong numbers compared to the mean.
The multiplicity distribution for pp annihilation at W

values of a few GeV are much narrower than the pp re-
sults. They are characterized by negative fi values,
whereas the pp data have this correlation coefficient start-
ing negative but becoming strongly positive as 8' is in-
creased to the energy range of 20—60 GeV. This can be
seen in Fig. 13, where the multiphcity distribution of the
present experiment is compared to fits of data from the
other reaction using the KNO form. The pp results are
clearly wider than the fits to the {vp,vp} and the pp an-
nihilation results. However, our e+e data points give a
distribution that is still narrower.

These qualitative observations have been interpreted in
an appealing geometrical picture in which hadronic re-
actions are considered to be a superposition of many col-
lisions with different impact parameters. The central col-
lisions give higher multiplicities and a narrow KNO dis-
tribution, more skin to the e+e results, ~hereas the
more peripheral collisions populate the lower multiplici-
ties. The pp annihilation process is predominantly central
and so has a distribution closer to the e+e results. The
lepton-scattering reactions are pointlike, but they give rise
to a final state with a quark and a diquark. Since diquark
fragmentation ' gives a higher (n ) than for the quark,
this leads to a result intermediate between the e+e and

pp data.
A somewhat related discussion has been given by Chou

and Yang who consider that the annihilation process in

a given angular momentum state is stochastic, which
leads to a Poissonian multiplicity distribution. Since only
1=0 and I = 1 are allowed for e+e annihilation through
a one-photon intermediate state, the e+e multiplicity
distribution should be simple, whereas for the highest-
energy hadronic collisions I values up to several thousand
are possible. These ideas, which are consistent with the
our data, predict that KNO scaling will not hold for
e+e annihilation. These authors specifically consider
e+e annihilation leading to two jets but, as is clear from
Table I, the differences between the inclusive sample and
the two-jet data sample are small. Data of similar pre-
cision to the present measurements, but at higher energies,
are needed to check this suggestion.

An alternative interpretation has been given by Car-
ruthers and Shih in which the multiplicity distribution is
considered to arise from emission by a small number (k)
of cells. As we have discussed, such a picture leads to the
negative-binomial expression. If there is a coherent com-
ponent to the emissions, then the KNO distribution can be
narrow, whereas an incoherent sum of emitters leads to a
broader distribution. This is similar to the situation of a
laser operating above or below threshold.

Strong KNO violations in pp interactions have been
seen at the very high energies of the CERN collider.
Many more high-multiplicity events are observed than
would be predicted on the basis of the lower-energy data.
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The NB expression gives a good representation of all of
the high-energy pp data as well as the 540-GeV pp re-
sults. The fits in the W'range from 10 to 100 GeV show
an approximate constancy of the sum I/(n ) +1/k, and
so a constant second moment, ' as well as approximately
constant higher moments. In this interpretation, the ob-
served KNO scahng in the energy range up to 60 GeV
would be accidental.

Another explanation of the 540-GeV data involves the
suggestioil that energy-momentum coilservatloil stroiigly
influences the multiplicity distributions observed at the
lower energies, when the data are selected in the full rapi-
dity range. According to this idea, the KNO distribution
in the region of the rapidity plateau should be nearly free
of kinematical constraints, and so give a more direct mea-
sure of the production process. The KNO distribution in
restricted pseudorapidity intervah for the CERN Pp ex-
periment ' is indeed observed to be wider than that for
the inclusive sample. This is also the case for the HRS
e+e data selected in this same way, as is described in a
separate publication. The NB form fits all of the HRS
e+e data in restricted rapidity spans, with a k value fal-
ling from the large number given in Table II, for the unre-
stricted data, and leveling out for the central rapidity re-
gion with k values ranging from 4 to 7.

VARIATION OF MEAN MULTIPLICITY
%ITH EVENT SHAPE

The mean charged multiplicity as a function of the
event sphericity is shown in Fig. 14. The sharp rise at low

10—

I

0.8

FIG. 14. Mean charged multiplicity as a function of event

sphericity, S, for e+e annihilation at 29 GeV. The lines show

the Lund Monte Carlo prediction for the complete event sample
(solid curve) and for the events with the hard-gluon radiation re-

moved 4',dashed curve).

C3 8&0.05, A&0. 1

O 0.5&8&0.7, A&0. 1

l
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1 I l
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sphericity comes about because events with low prong
numbers give low S values when the sphericity is defined
from the charged particles alone. The slower rise,
amounting to about 20%o in the higher sphericity region,
is the effect of hard-gluon radiation. The full line, which
is in qualitative agreetnent with the data, shows the pre-
diction of the MC program. If hard-gluon emission is
suppressed in the MC event generation, then no such rise
is predicted, as seen by the dashed line. The events at
high sphericity are predominantly of the three-jet topolo-
P'.

The rise of (n ) with sphericity for S g0.2 agrees with
the observations of the PLUTO Collaboration. ~ The in-
crease of (n ) for S ~0.2, due to hard-gluon radiation,
was not previously observed. Figure 15 shows the KNO
distribution for low- (S&0.05) and high- (0.5gSg0.7)
sphericity data; within errors the distributions scale, even
though the events tend to come from different final states
at the parton level.

In a separate study we have isolated a sample of three-

fold symmetric three-jet events in which the angle be-

tween each pair of jets in the event is between 100' and
140'. This sample, which contains 276 events, has

( n ) = 16.3+0.3+0.7 and Dz ——4.2+0.5+0.3. If the events

result from the symmetric qqg partonic state and the

gluon splits into a q'q ', then in the Lund string picture,
the mean charged multiplicity should just be given by
twice that of the two strings connecting the qq

' and q'q

quarks whose 8' values can be calculated. Such a model

predicts (n) =16.6 using the energy variation of (n)
given in Fig. 4, in good agreement with the measurement.

SINGLE-JET MULTIPLICITIES

Most of the e+e annihilation events result from the
production of two back-to-back jets, which are interpreted
as coming from the e+e ~qq reaction. In order to
study individual quark fragmentation, we have separated
all the events into two jets, assigning the charged particles
in a given event to one or the other jet, according to which

I i » i I i i « I

0 0.5 1.0 'l. 5 2.0
Z

FIG. 15. Comparison of KNO distribution for low-sphericity
(S &0.05) and high-sphericity {0.5 ~S g0.7) events in e+e an-
nihilation at 29 GeV.
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FIG. 16. Charged-particle multiplicity measurements (histo-

gram) for single jets compared to the line that connects points

on a Poisson distribution with the same mean value for (a) in-

clusive data sample and (b) two-jet data sample.

pliciiy will be almost Poissonian, as is observed in Fig. 6.
In Fig. 17 the singlet-jet KNO distribution for the in-

clusive data set is compared with results from the TASSO
experiment at 8' values of 14, 22, and 34 GeV. The
agreement among the data points is quite good, so that
approximate KNO scaling also holds for the single-jet
IDQltipllcities.

The single-jet multiphcity distributions in KNO form
are compared to the NB fits in Fig. 18 and to the GD fits
in Fig. 19. The errors shown are the quadratic sum of the
statistical and systematic uncertainties. Again the NB
form represents the data very well, whereas the GD fits
are not as good. The resulting values of k and E are
given in Table II. The moments of the single-jet distribu-
tions are given in Table III.

detector hemisphere they populate; the equator is chosen
to be the plane perpendicular to the thrust axis.

For single jets selected in this way, the mean charged
multiplicity is (n) =6.43+0.02+0.15, the dispersion is
S'2——2.55+0.02+0.13, and the ratio (n)/B'2 per jet is
2.52+0.13, where the error is dominated by the systemat-
ics. This value is lower by the square root of 2 than the
value {,II)/D2 3 5——1+0. 03, .obtained for the complete
event; i.e., the normalized spread of the multiplicity distri-
bution per jet is a factor of root 2 narrower than for the
whole event, as expected if the multiplicities in the two
jets are uncorrelated.

Figures 16(a) and 16(b) show the single-jet multiplicity
distributions for the inclusive and two-jet data samples.
The curves show the Poisson distribution of Eq. (7), calcu-
lated for the corresponding mean values. Again, as was
the case for the prong distributions for the whole event
shown in Fig. 6, the simple Poisson shapes give a good
representation of the measurements. If the multiplicity
distribution for the complete events is an incoherent sum
of the individual Poissonian jets, then the resulting multi-

JET-JET MULTIPLICITY CORRELATIONS

l l I I f l I I 1
I I I I I

I

o.i =)

0.01

The comparison of the widths of the single-jet and
complete-event multiplicity distributions support the idea
of independent jet fragmentation. This can be directly
checked by measuring the multiplicity correlation between
the two jet hemispheres.

The mean multiplicity in one jet (F) is compared to the
number of charged particles in the second jet (8) in Fig.
20(a). There is clearly no strong correlation between the
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FKJ. 17. Single-jet multiplicity distribution for the inclusive
event sample in KNO form compared to the measurements of
the TASSO Collaboration.
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FIG. 18. Single-jet charged-particle multiplicity distributions

for e+e annihilation at 29 GeV compared to the negative-

binomial distribution: (a) inclusive data set; (1) tw'o-jet data set.
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multiplirities in the two hemispheres. While these results
are corrected for inefficiencies and detector smearing ef-
fects, they are not corrected for the biases at low multipli-
cities introduced by the selection criteria (m &5), since
this correction was made assuming no jet-jet multiplicity
correlation, an assertion that we are now testing. This cut
is responsible for the small correlation effect observed for
low multiplicities in the 8 hemisphere. The line shows
the results of a simple calculation using the measured ( n )
values for ( u, d, s), c, and b quarks (Ref. 7), as well as the
effect of the cut at m & 5.

The analysis has been repeated [Fig. 20(b)] with the
central rapidity region removed (

~

F
~

& 1). This selection
is made because of a possible bias coming from particles
near I'=0, whose jet assignment could be affected by the
uncertainties of the thrust axis direction. Such particles
are often of low momentum and so are not reconstructed
by the spectrometer with full efficiency. In addition, this
selection removes any correlation that could result from
the decay of a centrally produced heavy cluster whose de-
cay products could fall in both hemispheres, and so give
an I'-8 correlation.

If the data of Fig. 20 are fit to the linear relationship

0.001 =
W1

i I

FIG. 19. Single-jet charged-particle multiplicity distributions

for e+e anniMation at 29 OeV compared to the gamma dis-

tribution: (a} inclusive data set; (b} two-jet data set.

(nS) =a+bnF,
the following values are obtained: b = —0.001+0.015
for the unselected data with nF & 6 [Fig. 20(a)];
b= +0.002+0.006 for the data with

~

I'~ &1 [Fig.
20(b)]; and b= + 0.036+0.011 for the data with

~

I'
~

& 1

[Fig. 20(c)]. The errors are completely dominated by the
systemtic uncertainties. If the forward-backward correla-
tion function R is defined as

I
)

I I I I
]

I I I I
I

I I

R= ~F+8 (19)

TOTAL D'=&F'+AS'+2((nFnS ) —(nF ) (nS ) ),
then since &ii ——&F——&z, the following relationship re-
sults:

I I I I f I I I I l I I I I I I I

I I I I
)

I I I I
)

I I I I
)

I I

A

D2

&2(1+6) (20)

The values for the single-jet dispersions (S'z) and those
for the whole event (Dq) given in Table II, yield b values
of 0.04+0.02+0.10 for the inclusive sample and
0.01+0.2+0.10 for the two-jet sample, in agreement with
the direct measurement.

These data, which establish independent jet fragmenta-
tion for e+e annihilation may be contrasted with the re-
sults of pp collisions at the ISR (Ref. 49) and with the
high-energy pp data, which show a strong positive F-8
correlation with a slope increasing with energy from
b=0.2 at 20 GeV to b=0.54+0.01 at 540 GeV.

The observed broad multiplicity distribution and the
strong I'-8 correlations observed in the hadronic data
have been interpreted with a dual model in which pp
scattering goes by the exchange of two chains. * The
results have also Imen fitted in models with random emis-
sion of clusters along the rapidity axis.

4 —0 o o o o o o o ) ) t t Iy(»1

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

I I I t I I I I
t

I I I I
)

I I

4
)yI & 1o o o o o 0

I I I I I I I » I

0 5 10 "l5

f}F

FIG. 20. Fonvard-backmu'd multiphcity correlations for (a)
full rapidity span, (b) tracks with [ F

~
& 1.0 removed, (c}tracks

in the region ) F ) &1.0. The errors shown are dominated by

ihe systematic unccxtsieties.
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FIG. 21. Multiplicity distribution in KNO form for the in-

clusive data sample with
~

F
~

& 1.0. The histogram shows the
best fit of the data to the negative binomial; the dashed hne

gives the gamma distribution with X=3.

According to these ideas, the large (small) value of b

and the broad (narrow} KNO multiplicity distribution are
intimately related. In this respect, it is interesting to note
that for e+e data selected in the central region of rapi-

dity
~
F

~
& 1 there is at best a very small F-8 correlation

as setn in Fig. 20(c), but the multiplicity distribution with

this selection, shown in Fig. 21, is characterized by
(n)=4.82+0.02 and a k value for the NB fit of
6.99+0.05 (statistical errors). The dashed curve in Fig. 21
shows, for illustration, the gamma distribution for X=3,
p(Z) = 13.5Z2e 3z. These results support the suggestion
of Bialas and Hayot ' that the shape of the multiplicity
distribution in the full rapidity span is constrained by en-

ergy and momentum conservation. However, in this case,
the agre:ment of the unselected data with a Poisson distri-
bution would be accidental, which is remarkable.

RAPIDITY MSTRISUTIONS

The corrected rapidity distribution along the thrust axis
is shown in Fig. 22(a). The distribution has a flat plateau
but with a shallow dip near

~

F
~

=0. All particles are as-

signed the pion mass in calculating the rapidity and so
any heavier particle is shifted to larger

~

F
~

values. The
central dip still remains, however, after correcting for this
effect. ' Figure 22 also shows the rapidity distributions for
three different multiplicity selections [22(b)] low (n & 8},
[22(c)] medium (10&n &12) and [22(d)] high (n &14).
As n increases, the distributions become narrower and the
central dip is enhanced. This is consistent with the obser-
vation that much of the peaking near

~

Y'~ =1.2 results

from hard-gluon emission and from particles coming
from the decay of D and B mesons containing the c and b

quarks. Such events have a higher than average multipli-

city The dat.a of Fig. 22 also show a narrowing of the

multiplicity distributions as n increases. This result may
be another effect of energy and momentum conservation.

The charged-particle multiplicity distributions and
forward-backward correlations presented in this paper are

p

RAPID/TY (Y)

FIG. 22. Rapidity distributions relative to the thrust axis. (a}
ale events, (b) n &8, (c) 10&n &12, and(d) n &14.

in agreement with the simplest picture of the e+e an-

nihilation being dominated by e+e ~qq with the ma-

teriahzation of the q and q into hadrons proceeding in-

dependently. The detailed results are completely different
from the hadronic data showing that the similarities be-

tween data from the two reactions pointed out by Basile
et al. ' are only superficial. The Poissonian shape of the
multiplicity distribution and the lack of correlation be-

tween (n~) and ne suggests the direct and independent
production of hadrons. Such a picture must be reconciled
with the known strong resonance production in e+e an-
nihilation and with the observed rapidity correlations
which are not in agreement with this simple picture. The
present e+e multiplicity results also cast doubt on the
long-held belief that the clusters needed to interpret the
hadronic data are to be identified with resonances.

Data on e+e annihilation at other energies are needed
to see if the multiplicity distributions remain Poissonian.
At the present energies, more detailed studies, both of the
multiplicities in restricted regions of the phase space and
of correlations, are needed to elucidate the interplay be-

tween global measurements such as multiplicity and the
detailed nature of the hadronization processes.
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